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-is study deals with optimal control of the coupling active tuned mass damper (ATMD) system for two neighboring structures
under earthquake excitations. It also investigates the seismic performances of the proposed system including the issues on actuator
failure problems. -e conventional control approach is to use two ATMDs independently where each ATMD is individually
installed at each structure without any connection between two structures. Since this uncoupling configuration does not allow
transferring its control force to the other structure, it cannot adapt to emergency situation in which one of the two actuators
becomes inoperable due to the power cuts or outages. On the other hand, the proposed control approach is to use a coupling
ATMD system where two ATMDs with one mass being shared are installed to interconnect two structures. Hence, the proposed
coupling ATMD system can transmit the control force of the remaining actuator to another structure through the interconnection
configuration so that it can adapt to the one-side actuator failure. In a numerical example, the conventional independent and
newly proposed coupling systems have been optimally designed to have similar control performance in normal operational
conditions, and their performances have been compared to each other under the malfunction conditions of one-side actuator.
-eir comparative results verified the outstanding adaptive performance of the proposed coupling ATMD system over the
independent ATMD system.-e independent ATMD system showed considerably degraded control performance compared to its
own normal control performance, whereas the proposed system exhibits much improved control performance over the in-
dependent ATMD system by fully utilizing the other normally operating actuators through the coupling configuration.

1. Introduction

-e seismic response control problem of two neighboring
buildings has been successfully addressed by introducing a
method of interconnecting two adjacent buildings with
control devices such as linear passive [1–3], nonlinear passive
[4–6], active [7–9], semiactive [10–12], and hybrid [13, 14]
systems.-is is due to the fact that there exists optimal control
capacity in reducing the responses of the neighboring parallel
structures interconnected with the control device [1, 4]. In
other words, the responses of both buildings can be consid-
erably reduced in the vicinity of the optimal point, whereas too
much or too little control capacity far from the optimal point
may adversely increase the structural responses. In this regard,

the interbuilding connection approach is advantageous in that
it can achieve the control performance as high as possible
while saving the control capacity. We have also investigated
the applicability of the interbuilding approach for the adjacent
buildings by using various approaches. In [8], we proposed a
preference-based design approach to balance several design
objectives such as interstory drift, instantaneous control force,
instantaneous control power, and total control energy when
these design objectives are mutually conflicting. In [9], we
proposed a reference-model-tracking fuzzy control technique
where the reference model is an ideal desirable model con-
structed by assigning the target damping ratios to the first few
dominant modes in modal space, and the fuzzy control is able
to make the structural behavior track the desirable behavior of
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the reference model. In [13], we dealt with the hybrid control
system consisting of passive damper and tendon-type active
device where the active devices are installed inside the
buildings and the passive dampers are used as the link
members. In [14], we dealt with the vibration control problem
of two new and old neighboring buildings which is formulated
as a constrained optimization problem since the old building
has the limitations on installation of additional control de-
vices. Recently, Ok and Kim [3] proposed a new vibration
control approach to solve the challenging problem that the
existing interbuilding connection approach is ineffective in
case of twin structures due to the symmetry of the behaviors of
the twin structures. Although various types of control systems
have been proposed for the interbuilding connection con-
figuration, application of active tuned mass damper (ATMD)
to two adjacent buildings has not been studied yet.

In the application of the control system, one of the main
concerns is to maintain the system as fail-safe. Here, the
system being “fail-safe” means that the control system
prevents or mitigates unsafe consequences caused by failure
due to the natural hazards or malfunction due to the human
error. Most controllers show good performance in normal
operational condition, but they are not guaranteed to per-
form satisfactorily under abnormal condition or unexpected
emergency. Specifically, the actuator in the active control
system could malfunction due to the power cuts or outages
during the earthquake. -erefore, the earthquake-resistant
control system needs to have the adaptive performance
against the actuator failure. To date, this issue on the fault
tolerant system has not been addressed for the earthquake-
excited adjacent buildings.

As one feasible way to overcome this limitation of the
active control system, it can be considered to make the
system a hybrid system combining active and passive sys-
tems. In case of failure in the active system, the passive
system is still valid so that the control system can prevent the
system from being unsafe or at least mitigate significant
performance degradation. In this regard, we employ the
ATMD system consisting of the passive TMD and the active
actuator as the hybrid system which has been successfully
applied to the vibration control problem of the single
building by several researchers [15–18].

A typical way is to install two ATMDs in two separate
buildings, that is, one ATMD in a building. Since this in-
dependent control approach has no connection between two
buildings, no control force interacts between the two build-
ings, and the two buildings exhibit individual behavior.
However, if the two buildings are interconnected, the control
force of an ATMD installed in one building can be transferred
to another building, and vice versa.-is implies that when the
active actuator of one building is destroyed and only the
passive TMD mode is operated, the active control force of a
normally operating actuator in the other building can be
transmitted to the actuator-destroyed building, thereby
contributing the normally operating active force to the passive
control performance further. For this reason, in order to
facilitate the seismic performance of the ATMD system in a
better way, we employ the interbuilding coupling configu-
ration as an application of the ATMD system to the adjacent

buildings. -e coupling ATMD system is a system in which
the ATMD system is placed between two buildings to connect
two buildings interactively.

Another advantage of this approach is that it has more
space in the installation and thus there is much more room
for the stroke of the mass block than the conventional
system. -e TMD type of control system sacrifices an ex-
cessive stroke of the mass block instead of reducing the
vibration of the structure. Hence, when the ATMD is in-
stalled inside a building, its design is subjected to space
constraint of the building. -e ATMD system should be
designed not to exceed its maximum stroke allowed in the
installation space. On the other hand, the proposed coupling
ATMD system can fully utilize the space between two
buildings, so the constraint on the stroke is relatively less
strict than the independent ATMD system.

-e main purpose of this study is to propose a new
coupling-type ATMD system for the seismic response
control of the adjacent buildings and demonstrate its
emergency performance against the one-side failure of the
two actuators. For the implementation of this purpose, we
first introduce the equations of motion of the independent
and coupling ATMD systems and the active control algo-
rithm, and the optimal design technique for both systems is
described next. -en, an illustrative example is presented to
demonstrate the performances of the proposed coupling
approach through comparison with the independent control
approach, finally being followed by conclusion.

2. Problem Statement

2.1. SystemRepresentation. Let us consider two configurations
of the ATMD system for the adjacent structures subjected to
earthquake excitations. One is the independent ATMD system
where the two ATMDs are independently installed at each
building and no connection exists between two buildings, as
shown in Figure 1(a). -e other is the coupling ATMD system
where two ATMDs with the mass being shared are installed to
couple the two buildings, as shown in Figure 1(b). -us, the
two structures and the coupling ATMD are all connected to
each other. For simplicity, the two systems are referred to as
IAS (independent ATMD system) and CAS (coupling ATMD
system), respectively.

First, let us consider the IAS representation. Since it is
widely known that the top floor is the most efficient for the
application of the ATMD to a single building, we consider
that the independent ATMD is installed on top of a building.
When the building is subjected to earthquake excitations, the
equations of motion can be expressed separately by two state
space equations as follows:

_z1 � As1z1 + Bw1
€xg + Bu1u1
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where the subscript i � 1, 2 denotes the two buildings re-
spectively, e.g., 1 for left building and 2 for right building; zi is
the state vector consisting of displacements xi and velocities _xi
of the i-th building with i-th independent ATMD; Bwi is a
location vector of positioning a ground acceleration €xg into
the corresponding DOF of the i-th structure; 1 is a column
vector of 1 s; Bui, and ui correspond to the location and force
vectors of the control forces u1T and u2T exerted by the two
actuators of ATMDs. �e control forces u1T and u2T will be
determined by the control algorithm which will be described
later inmore details; and bui is a column vector whose element
is +1 for the DOF of the i-th TMDmass, −1 for the top oor of
the building, and other elements are 0 if the oor has no
actuator; and MIASi, CIASi, and KIASi represent the mass,
damping coe�cient, and sti�ness matrices of the i-th building
with the i-th ATMD, respectively. �e corresponding mass,
damping, and sti�ness matrices are de�ned as

MIASi �
Mi 0

0 mi
T

[ ] �

mi
1 0 · · · 0 0
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, (2a)
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CIASi �
Ci + ci11 ci12
ci21 ciT
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(2c)

whereMi andKi are the mass and sti�ness matrices of the i-th
building whose elements mi

j and kij (i � 1, 2 and j �
1, 2, . . . , n) are the mass and sti�ness of the j-th oor and
column of the i-th building; mi

T, c
i
T, and k

i
T are the mass,

damping coe�cient, and sti�ness of the i-th ATMD, re-
spectively. �us, these values will be considered as the design
variables and determined in the optimization process; the
damping matrix of the i-th structure Ci � [cijk], (j �
1, 2, . . . , n and k � 1, 2, . . . , n) is assumed to follow a Rayleigh
damping modeling, and thus it can be de�ned to be pro-
portional to mass and sti�ness matrices given by
Ci � αMi + βKi, where the coe�cients α and β will be given
later in numerical example; ki11 and c

i
11 are n× n-dimensional

matrix with all zeros except for n-th× n-th component of kiT
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Figure 1: Con�gurations of independent ATMD and coupling ATMD systems for seismic reinforcement of adjacent buildings.
(a) Independent ATMD system. (b) Coupling ATMD system.
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and ci
T, respectively; k

i
12 and c

i
12 are n× 1 column vectors with

all zeros except for n-th component of −ki
T and −ci

T, re-
spectively; and ki

21 and ci
21 are 1× n row vectors with all zeros

except for n-th component of −ki
T and −ci

T, respectively.
Next, let us consider the CAS representation. Since the

ATMD-coupled buildings show different mode shapes from
the previous IAS-controlled buildings, the optimal location
of the coupling ATMD is not known a priori. Hence, we
assume that the coupling ATMD is installed to interconnect
the arbitrary k-th floors of the two buildings, as shown in
Figure 1(b). -en, the equations of motion can be expressed
by the following state space equation such that

_z � Asz + Bw €xg + Buu
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  €xg +
0
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u1
T

u2
T

 ,

(3)

where x is the column vector consisting of the displacements of
the two buildings with the couplingATMD; z is the state vector
consisting of displacements x and velocities _x of the two
buildings with coupling ATMD; bu is an n× 2-sized matrix, of
which the first column corresponds to the control force u1

T and
the second column corresponds to the control force u2

T. -e
element of the first column of bu is −1 for the DOF of the
ATMD mass, +1 for the floor of the left building where the
ATMD is installed, and other elements are 0 if the floor has no
actuator. -e element of the second column of bu is −1 for the
DOF of the ATMDmass, +1 for the floor of the right building
where the ATMD is installed, and other elements are 0 for the
DOFs of the floors with no actuator; since the two buildings are
interconnected with the coupling ATMD, the mass, damping
coefficient, and stiffness matrices are defined as follows:

MCAS �

M1 0 0

0 M2 0

0 0 mc
T

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (4a)
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (4b)
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T
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where mc
T is a shared mass of the coupling ATMD; kc

T �

k1
T + k2

T and cc
T � c1T + c2T are the sum of the left and right

stiffness and damping coefficients of the coupling ATMD;
ki
11 and ci

11 are n× n-dimensional matrix with all zeros
except for k-th× k-th component of ki

T and ci
T, respectively;

ki
12 and ci

12 are n× 1 column vectors with all zeros except for
k-th component of −ki

T and −ci
T, respectively; k

i
21 and c

i
21 are

1× n row vectors with all zeros except for k-th component of
−ki

T and −ci
T, respectively; and other matrices such asMi, Ci,

and Ki are the same as matrices in equations (2a)–(2c).

Differently from IAS, the equations of motion of the two
buildings with CAS are coupled to each other. -erefore, the
control force of the left ATMD is transferred to the right
building through the connection, and vice versa.-is is a key
feature of the proposed system to provide adaptive control
performance for the one-side actuator failure.

Next, we will discuss the active control algorithm to
determine the control force ui in equations (1a) and (1b) for
IAS and u in equation (3) for CAS.

2.2.ActiveControlAlgorithm. Regardless of the configuration
of the ATMD system, the active control forces of both ATMD
systems can be operated by the same control algorithm, which
will be rational for the performance comparison of the two
ATMD configurations. While there exist various active
control algorithms, we will employ the most common LQR
algorithm [19] for both independent and coupling systems.
-e two independent ATMD systems are designed separately
by using equation (1a) or equation (1b), and the proposed
coupling system is designed once by using equation (3). For
simplicity, we describe the procedure for the proposed cou-
pling system. As for the independent system, all notations are
replaced by adding the subscript i, e.g., z is replaced by zi.

Using the feedback scheme, the LQR control force can be
determined by

u � −Guz � − R−1u BT
uP z, (5)

where P is a solution matrix to the following algebraic
Riccati equation (ARE):

AT
s P + PAs −P BuR

−1
u BT

u P + Qz � 0, (6)

where Qz and Ru are the weighting matrices on structural
state z and control force u, respectively. Note that the so-
lution P is a realization of minimizing the performance
index defined by

J �
1
2


∞

0
z(t)

TQzz(t) + u(t)
TRuu(t) dt, (7)

where a designer can put an emphasis on any responses of
interest by using a relation Qz � CT

y Cy which leads to
zTQzz � zTCT

y Cyz � Cyz 
T
Cyz � yTy in equation (7), and

the weighting matrix on control forces Ru can be selected by
using a relation Ru � diag[r1T, r2T] in order to put a relative
importance between the control forces of two actuators. In
this study, the output vector to be minimized, i.e., y in
equation (7) is chosen as the displacements and velocities of
the structures except for the TMDs’ responses, and thus the
output matrix Cy for both IAS and CAS can be defined as a
matrix in which the diagonal elements corresponding to the
displacements and velocities of the structures are all 1s and the
remaining elements are all 0s including the diagonal elements
corresponding to the DOFs of displacements and velocities of
the TMDs. Given Qz � CT

y Cy, the optimal control gain Gu is
mainly dependent upon the selection of two parameters r1T
and r2T in Ru. -us, these two parameters become the design
variables of the two control systems such as IAS and CAS.-e
control force u in equation (5) is substituted into equation (3),
and finally, the seismic response can be simulated by
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_z � As −BuGu( z + Bw €xg. (8)

3. OptimalDesignof Independent andCoupling
ATMD Systems

In this section, we will describe the optimal design of the two
ATMD-based control systems. -e ATMD system is a hy-
brid control system consisting of passive TMD and active
actuator where adding active control capacity to the passive
TMD system allows for not only significant improvement of
the seismic performance of the structure but also adaptive
performance against actuator failure. -e independent
ATMD system is considered as a reference control system
for comparison with the proposed coupling ATMD system.
-us, we will first describe the IAS design procedure and
next describe the CAS design procedure based on the genetic
algorithm (GA) [20]. GA has been successfully used by the
same authors [8, 13, 14] for the optimal design of the
coupling control system of adjacent buildings, and similar
studies can be found in the literature [21–23].

3.1. IAS Design. -e optimal design of the IAS is composed
of two steps: the first step is to select the optimal parameters
of the passive TMD system and the second step is to de-
termine the optimal gain matrix for active control of the
actuator. Since two ATMD systems for building 1 and for
building 2 are independent of each other, we can repeat the
design process independently for building 1 and building 2.

-e first step is to determine the mass, damping, and
stiffness of the passive TMD. It usually begins with the de-
signer’s choice on the mass ratio of the TMD. Generally, the
TMD with larger mass ratio can exhibit the better perfor-
mance than the TMD with smaller mass ratio in many cases
[24].-us, the mass ratio of the TMD is a main factor directly
affecting the control performance. For fair comparison, we
will set the same mass ratio to IAS and CAS. Given the TMD
mass ratio, various TMD design formulas [25–27] can be
applied to obtain the TMDparameters. Although these design
formulas have their own advantages and some of them may
perform better on our problem, we simply adopt the most
widely known Den Hartog design formula [25]. -e reason is
that the main purpose of this study is to show the adaptive
control performance of the proposed CAS over the IAS, not to
compete with specific control algorithms.

Given the TMD mass ratio, the mass, damping, and
stiffness of the TMD can be determined based on the fol-
lowing formulas:

μ �
mT

Ms1
, (9a)

c �
ϖT
ωn1

�
1

1 + μ
, (9b)

ξT �
cT

2ϖTmT
�

�������
3μ

8(1 + μ)



, (9c)

where the mass ratio (μ) is the ratio between the TMD mass
(mT) and the first modal mass of the structure (Ms1); the
frequency ratio (c) is the ratio between the TMD frequency
(ϖT) over the first modal frequency of the structure (ωn1

); ξT
is the damping ratio of the TMD; and cT is the damping
coefficient of the TMD.

-e second step is to obtain the optimal gain matrix by
solving the ARE in equation (6). As already described above,
the ARE can be solved given the weighting matrices Qz and
Ru. Given the weighting matrices, the ATMD system is thus
designed twice for building 1 and building 2 independently.
As for the i-th ATMD, the matrix Qzi

� CT
yi
Cyi

is fixed to a
constant matrix and the matrix Rui

� ri
T becomes the one-

variable design variable to be selected by the designer. By
varying the scalar ri

T, we can obtain the corresponding gain
matrix. Using the gain matrix, we can simulate the i-th
independent ATMD system for the corresponding building
and evaluate the control performance in terms of the re-
sponse reduction ratio. In fact, the scalar ri

T has an inverse
effect on the control performance of the structure. In other
words, as the scalar increases, the control force decreases and
the response reduction effect on the structure also decreases.
On the other hand, the use of the smaller scalar increases the
control force which produces larger reduction effect on the
structural response. -erefore, IAS cannot be determined
uniquely for the single building, and there exist many op-
timal solutions to IAS. Since this IAS was used for com-
parison with the proposed CAS, IAS was determined
through the preliminary study to have a similar level of the
maximum control forces to CAS. -is preliminary para-
metric study on the scalar ri

T leads to the optimal gain matrix
comparable to CAS in terms of maximum control force.

3.2. GA-Based CAS Design. -e GA is used to optimally
design the proposed CAS. For its implementation, the ob-
jective function is first defined as the sum of two normalized
response ratios of the two buildings where the normalized
response ratio corresponds to the ratio of the maximum
displacement of the ATMD-controlled structure to the
maximum displacement of the original structure without the
control system. -ereby, the objective function can be
expressed as

Jobj � 
2

i�1

maxj�1,2,3 maxt xi
n,controlled t; ds( 

����
���� 

j

maxj�1,2,3 maxt xi
n,uncontrolled(t)

����
���� 

j

, (10)

where the superscript i denotes the index of the building,
i.e., i� 1 for left building and i� 2 for right building; the
operator “max” represents the maximum value of the
quantity among the subscript indices; the operator ‖ · ‖

represents the absolute value of the quantity; and the sub-
script j denotes the index of the three input excitations. We
used three historical earthquakes such as El Centro, Kobe,
and Northridge earthquakes; the subscript t means the time
period of the earthquake excitations; the subscripts con-
trolled and uncontrolled denote the control and noncontrol
systems, respectively; and xi

n(t) represents the n-th floor
displacement of the i-th building. Note that the controlled
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displacement vector xi
n,controlled(t; ds) is a function of ds

which is the design variable of the proposed CAS.
In order to search for the optimal solution to the mini-

mization problem of the objective function in equation (10),
we try to search for the optimal location of the ATMD as well
as the optimal properties of the ATMD. Hence, the design
variables consist of a total of 8 variables such as the installation
floor (lT) for the location of the ATMD, two stiffness values of
ATMD (k1

T and k2
T), two damping coefficients of ATMD (c1T

and c2T), and three parameters (r1T, r2T, and αT) for design of
active control gain. For comparison purpose, the mass of the
coupling ATMD is set equal to the total mass of the two
ATMDS of the IAS, i.e., mc

T � m1
T + m2

T. -e installation floor
(lT) is a discrete number for the floors. -e three parameters
(r1T, r2T, and αT) are used in the following form:

Ru � 10αT ×
r1T 0

0 r2T

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (11)

-e GA optimizes the design problem through the iter-
ative evolution process towards better solution. -e evolution
process begins with a population of Npop randomly generated
individuals denoting the design variables, which are encoded
into strings in binary. For the current population of Npop
individuals, each individual is evaluated to compute its fitness
based on the objective function. For example, each individual
is decoded into ATMD location, ATMD parameters, and
weighting parameters for active controller design. By
substituting these values into equations (3)–(6) and following
the procedure presented in the previous section, we can
simulate the seismic responses of the ATMD-coupled adja-
cent building systemwith equation (8), followed by the fitness
assessment of the corresponding individual. As a result, the
better individual with smaller objective function or higher
fitness survives by the elitism operation in GA. Next, the
roulette wheel selection operation is applied to the current
population in order to construct the mating pool with good
individuals that are selected based on a probability pro-
portional to its fitness value. -e individuals in the mating
pool are called parents. -en, the crossover and mutation
operations are performed to produce new population of
updated individuals with higher fitness. Here, the updated
individuals are called offspring or child individuals. -e
crossover recombines or exchanges the substrings from the
parent individuals in the mating pool, and the mutation
converts the binary string locally, e.g., binary digit 1 to 0 and
vice versa. -e cycle of the genetic operations such as elitism,
selection, crossover, and mutation is called a generation, and
the successive generation yields improvement in the fitness
values of the child individuals in the new population. -is
iterative evolution process continues up to the maximum
number of generation or the maximum allowable number of
no elite solutions being updated.

4. Illustrative Example

As a numerical example to demonstrate the proposed cou-
pling ATMD system, two 10-story shear buildings were
considered in this study. Table 1 summarizes the dynamic

properties and frequency characteristics of the two structures.
-e first 3 natural frequencies of the two buildings tuned out
to be distributed closely to each other. Hence, their dynamic
behaviors are expected to be very similar to each other. In
order to construct the dampingmatrices, the damping ratio of
1.0% is assumed for the first and second modes for both
buildings. -e 1% assumption results in the two coefficients α
and β being determined as 0.0866 and 8.6921× 10−4 for
building 1 and 0.1073 and 7.0156×10−4 for building 2, in the
Rayleigh damping model, i.e., Ci � αMi + βKi, respectively.

In the first step of IAS design, the TMDmass was equally
chosen to be 15 tons for both buildings, corresponding to
TMD mass ratios of 2.3% and 2.5%, respectively. -us, the
TMD mass of CAS (mc

T) is set to 30 tons. In the second step
of active controller design, the parametric studies have been
performed separately to determine the optimal values of r1T
for building 1 and r2T for building 2. As already described in
Section 3.1, the optimal values of r1T and r2T are determined
so that IAS has the similar level of the maximum control
forces to CAS. -is means that CAS was designed first,
followed by IAS. Accordingly, the resultant summary of the
IAS design is provided in Table 2.

Now let us consider the CAS design. As aforementioned,
the design variables consist of 8 variables. -e searching
range of the corresponding design variables and the GA
parameters used in this study are listed in Table 3. Since the
ATMD is not expected to be very effective at the low floors,
the design variable of installation floor of the ATMD is only
considered for the range between 3rd floor and 10th floor. So,
the total number of the floors to be explored is 8 and the bit
size of the design variable lT becomes 3, which matches well
on a one-to-one basis, i.e., 23 � 8. In this way, the only
discrete variable lT is handled in the proposed GA. -e
population of one generation is constructed by 50 in-
dividuals, whose genes are encoded by a total of 199 bits. We
used two-point crossover with a probability of 0.85 and
mutation with a probability of 0.2, and the fitness pro-
portionate selection, also known as roulette wheel selection,
is used for recombination. -e GA optimization process is
terminated as the maximum number of the generation
reaches 100,000 or the criterion Nsame reaches 3,000. -e
final optimization result is illustrated in Figure 2 where the
horizontal axis represents the generation number and the
vertical axis represents the minimum value of objective
function in equation (10). Figure 2 shows the convergence of
the average fitness function. -e final optimal values of the

Table 1: Dynamic properties of two building structures.

Properties Building 1 Building 2
Floors 10 10
Floor height (m) 3.80 3.80
Floor mass, mi

j (tons) 123.20 110.70
Column stiffness, ki

j (MN/m) 184.55 254.55

Damping ratio Assumed as 1.0% for 1st and
2nd modes

Natural frequency (Hz)
1st 0.92 1.14
2nd 2.74 3.40
3rd 4.50 5.78
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design variables obtained through the iterative optimization
process are summarized in Table 4.

When comparing Tables 2 and 4, we can see that the
sti�ness of passive TMD of CAS was determined to be

smaller than that of IAS. �is di�erence comes from the
characteristics of the interbuilding connection. As already
described in Introduction, the interbuilding connection
approach is advantageous in that it can achieve the control
performance as high as possible while saving the control
capacity. In other words, IAS can only exert the passive
damping force of TMD on the building where it is installed,
and the one-side IAS cannot have any e�ect on the other
building. On the other hand, CAS can exert the passive
damping force of TMD interchangeably on both buildings.
According to this feature of capacity e�ciency, in our
proposed optimization process, the sti�ness of the passive
TMD for CAS was optimized to be smaller than that of TMD
for IAS. On the other hand, the two damping coe�cients of
TMD for CAS also appear to be quite di�erent from those for
IAS. However, di�erently from the sti�ness, the sum of the
two damping coe�cients remains almost the same, e.-
g., 3.5×104 (N·s/m) for IAS and 3.7×104 (N·s/m) for CAS.
Considering that the damping capacity plays a role in dis-
sipating the vibration energy, it seems that the total damping
capacity was maintained at a similar level in the optimization
process. Unlike the damping capacity, the sti�ness capacity
seems to be optimized to have a smaller value in the opti-
mization process since it only needs to transfer the damping
forces to both buildings.

4.1. Performance Assessment: Normal Condition. We will
now examine the control performances of the two optimal
IAS and CAS through the time-history analyses of two
adjacent building structures for three historical earthquakes.
�e earthquake excitations were considered to be one far-
�eld earthquake such as El Centro earthquake (1940) and
two near-�eld earthquakes such as Kobe earthquake (1995)
and Northridge earthquake (1994). For comparison purpose,
all earthquakes were equally scaled to a PGA (peak ground
acceleration) of 0.4 g.

Figure 3 shows the comparative time-history curves
of the top-oor displacements between the original

Table 2: IAS design results.

Properties Building 1 Building 2
1st modal mass of structure (tons) 650.43 584.44
TMD
Mass ratio (%) 2.3 2.5
Mass, mi

T (tons) 15 15
Damping coe�cient, ciT (N·s/m) 1.52×104 1.98×104
Sti�ness, kiT (kN/m) 4.80×102 7.32×102

Active actuator
Weighting matrices

Qzi

I10×10 010×1
01×10 0 011×11

011×11
I10×10 010×1
01×10 0




for both structures

Rui � r
i
T 5.00×10−13 5.00×10−13

Table 3: GA parameters and searching ranges.

Design variables Searching ranges Bit
sizes

Installation oor
lT 3∼10 3

Sti�ness
k1T 5,000∼2.56×107N/m 40
k2T 5,000∼2.56×107N/m 40

Damping coe�cient
c1T 500∼2.33×106N·s/m 40
c2T 500∼2.33×106N·s/m 40

Parameters of weighting, Ru
r1T 1∼10 16
r2T 1∼10 16
αT −16∼−1 4

GA parameters Values
Population 50
Two-point crossover probability 0.85
Mutation probability 0.2
Stopping criteria
Nsame 3,000
Nmax 100,000
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Figure 2: Convergence curve of objective function in GA opti-
mization process.

Table 4: CAS design results.

Properties Values
Installation oor 7th

Mass, mc
T (tons) 30

TMD
Damping coe�cient
c1T (N·s/m) 3.84×103
c2T (N·s/m) 3.32×104

Sti�ness
k1T (kN/m) 2.92×102
k2T (kN/m) 5.72×102

Active actuator
Weighting matrices

Qz

I20×20 020×1
01×20 0 021×21

021×21
I20×20 020×1
01×20 0




Ru 10−13 × 7.98 0
0 3.66[ ]
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uncontrolled structural system (OUS) and the controlled
structural system with the proposed CAS when the buildings
are subjected to El Centro earthquake excitation. Here, OUS
corresponds to the building alone without any control de-
vice. �e signi�cant reduction e�ects on the top-oor dis-
placement are clearly observed for both buildings. �e
maximum top-oor displacements of the OUS are estimated
to be 26.05 cm and 28.25 cm, whereas the maximum dis-
placements of the buildings controlled by the proposed CAS
are estimated to be 7.20 cm and 6.09 cm for building 1 and
building 2, respectively. �e response reduction ratios of
CAS over OUS reach 72.34% and 78.45% for the two
buildings. Figure 4 depicts the comparative results between
IAS and CAS for the time-history curves of the top-oor
displacements of the adjacent buildings subjected to El
Centro earthquake. While the proposed CAS shows slightly
improved control performance than the IAS, their response
reduction ratios are almost the same to each other,
e.g., 72.34% by CAS and 72.09% by IAS for building 1 and
78.45% by CAS and 77.15% by IAS for building 2,
respectively. Figure 5 illustrates the comparative
distributions of the maximum displacements along the
oors among OUS, IAS, and CAS against the El Centro
earthquake. As shown in Figure 5, both IAS and CAS show
much improved control performances over OUS, whereas
the response reduction ratios of IAS and CAS are similar to

each other. As another important measure of seismic
performance, we need to take the shear forces and bending
moments at the base of the buildings into account. As
illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, base shear forces and base
overturning moments also show similar tendency between
OUS, IAS, and CAS. �e IAS shows slightly improved
reduction ratio of the maximum base shear force than the
CAS, whereas the CAS exhibits greater reduction e�ect on the
maximum base moments than the IAS. In other words, both
IAS and CAS show much improved control performance on
base shear and base moment over OUS but show very similar
performance to each other. More detailed numerical
descriptions are given in Table 5.

On the other hand, the control performance of the
control system mainly depends upon the control force and
power required to operate the actuator. �erefore, the time-
history curves of control force and power for IAS and CAS
are additionally compared and shown in Figures 8 and 9. As
shown in the �gures, IAS uses smaller control capacity than
CAS against the El Centro earthquake. �erefore, IAS is a
more e�cient control system than CAS against El Centro
earthquake in that it shows similar control performance to
CAS while using smaller control capacity. However, since
the earthquakes are highly uncertain, we need to investigate
the overall performance and control capacity against the
three earthquakes, which are provided in Table 5.
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Figure 3: Comparative time-history curves of top-oor displacements between OUS and CAS against El Centro earthquakes. (a) Building 1.
(b) Building 2.
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Table 5 summarizes the comparative results of the peak
seismic responses and the maximum control requirements
among OUS, IAS, and CAS under the cases of the structures
being subjected to the three earthquake excitations. �e
fourth row in each response represents the maximum results
against the three earthquake excitations, which correspond
to the overall performance against the uncertain earthquake
excitations. Note that the minimum values of the results
between OUS, IAS, and CAS for each building are denoted
in bold, which indicates the best performance for the cor-
responding building. In other words, since the earthquake is
highly uncertain, we can see this maximum result as a
measure of the overall control performance of the system for
the uncertain seismic events. Focusing on the fourth row in
Table 5, the proposed CAS shows better performance on the
oor displacement and the base moment than IAS, whereas
IAS uses smaller power than CAS. As for other responses
and control requirements, both IAS and CAS show a tradeo�
relation between building 1 and building 2. For example, in
terms of interstory drift and base shear force, IAS exerts a
superior reduction e�ect on building 1 than CAS, but a
poorer reduction e�ect on building 2 than CAS. In addition,
IAS uses smaller control forces against the El Centro and
Kobe earthquakes, but larger control forces against the
Northridge earthquake than the proposed CAS. �roughout

the three earthquakes, the maximum control forces required
by IAS are larger than those by CAS for building 1, while
CAS requires greater maximum control forces than IAS for
building 2. Lastly, IAS produces smaller TMD stroke in
building 2, but larger TMD stroke in building 1 than CAS.
�erefore, compared with each earthquake, IAS shows
higher reduction ratio in more responses than CAS, and the
smaller control capacity is used more often. However, in
terms of the maximum performance and the maximum
control capacity against the three earthquakes, both IAS and
CAS have mutually competing overall performance on re-
sponse reduction while maintaining a similar level of overall
control e�orts such as control force, power, and TMD
stroke.

4.2. Performance Assessment: Event of Actuator Failure.
Now, we investigate the seismic performances of both IAS
and CAS for the event of actuator failure. We assume the
actuator fails only in one of the two buildings. When both
actuators fail, IAS and CAS operate in the passive mode,
which reduces to the application of passive TMD to
neighboring buildings. �is topic has already been
addressed previously [2, 3], so it is not a concern of this
study.
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Figure 4: Comparative time-history curves of top-oor displacements between IAS and CAS against El Centro earthquakes. (a) Building 1.
(b) Building 2.
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�e maximum seismic responses and the control e�orts
under the actuator failure are comparatively summarized in
Table 6. �e results in Table 6 need to be compared with the
results in Table 5. First of all, look at the maximum interstory
drift results of the IAS. Since the ATMDs in the two buildings
work independently of each other, the failure of actuator 1 in
the left building does not a�ect the behavior of building 2 on
the right side. �us, the maximum interstory drift of building
2 shows the same excellent reduction e�ect as the results of
Table 5. However, building 1 experiences signi�cantly in-
creased responses, e.g., from 1.09 cm to 2.85 cm for the El
Centro earthquake, from 1.53 cm to 3.56 cm for the Kobe
earthquake, and from 2.04 cm to 3.46 cm for the Northridge
earthquake, respectively. However, it still shows slightly
improved performance than OUS. �ese results indicate that
ATMD 1 behaves in a passive mode. On the other hand, in
CAS, the maximum interstory drifts are increased from
1.35 cm to 2.38 cm for the El Centro earthquake, from 1.88 cm
to 2.58 cm for the Kobe earthquake, and from 2.29 cm to
3.32 cm for the Northridge earthquake. Although these re-
sponses are somewhat increased compared to their responses
in the normally operating conditions, it can be observed that
the increase amounts are rather small compared to those of
IAS. In other words, in the normal operation, IAS shows
better response performance than CAS, whereas CAS per-
formance is better than IAS in the actuator failure. �e same
applies to the case where actuator 2 fails. In IAS, under the

failure of actuator 2, the maximum interstory drifts of
building 2 are signi�cantly increased, whereas CAS shows a
smaller increase in building 2 response than IAS.

When one of the two actuators fails, IAS only shows
passive control performance and there is no room for further
improvement of the control performance. However, CAS has
the potential to improve the control performance unlike IAS.
�is is due to the coupling con�guration and the corre-
sponding interaction e�ect. �at is, when actuator 1 fails, the
left side of the coupling ATMD is still valid in the passive
mode and the right side of the coupling ATMD operates in
the active mode.�us, the active control force of the right side
is transferred to the left side which, combined with the passive
system on the left, still shows hybrid mode behavior.

Overall, compared to CAS, IAS has the largest value in
almost all responses for three earthquakes in two buildings,
except for the maximum oor displacement and base mo-
ment for the Northridge earthquake. On the other hand, the
proposed CAS shows higher values than the IAS as a whole
in the control e�ort such as control force and power re-
quirements. �is result clearly veri�es the adaptive perfor-
mance of the CAS against the actuator failure. �e IAS has a
limitation that it cannot adapt to the actuator failure due to
the independent control con�guration, whereas the pro-
posed CAS can adapt to this emergency by fully utilizing the
other normally operating actuator through the coupling
con�guration.
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Figure 5: Comparative results of maximum oor displacements among OUS, IAS, and CAS against El Centro earthquakes. (a) Building 1.
(b) Building 2.
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Figure 6: Comparative time-history curves of base shear force among OUS, IAS, and CAS against El Centro earthquakes. (a) Building 1.
(b) Building 2.
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One point to note here is that the maximum TMD stroke
in building 1 for the three earthquakes is caused by IAS and in
building 2 by CAS. As already mentioned in Introduction, the
proposed CAS hasmuchmore room for the stroke of the mass

block since it is installed between the two buildings.�us, CAS
can handle this large stroke, but it may be a problem to IAS.
Since IAS is subjected to the space constraint inside the
building, the large stroke can cause further problematic error
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Figure 7: Comparative time-history curves of base overturning moment among OUS, IAS, and CAS against El Centro earthquakes.
(a) Building 1. (b) Building 2.

Table 5: Comparative results of seismic performances and control requirements among OUS, IAS, and CAS against three earthquake
excitations.

Responses EQs
OUS IAS CAS

Bld. 1 Bld. 2 Bld. 1 Bld. 2 Bld. 1 Bld. 2

Maximum interstory drift (cm)

El Centro 3.39 4.16 1.09 0.96 1.35 0.98
Kobe 3.82 4.35 1.53 1.49 1.88 1.13

Northridge 3.52 2.31 2.04 1.26 2.29 1.38
Max. 3.82 4.35 2.04 1.49 2.29 1.38

Maximum oor displacement (cm)

El Centro 26.05 28.25 7.27 6.46 7.20 6.09
Kobe 27.03 29.17 10.57 11.11 10.60 8.49

Northridge 18.48 12.78 12.31 8.26 12.28 9.46
Max. 27.03 29.17 12.31 11.11 12.28 9.46

Maximum base shear force (MN)

El Centro 6.26 10.59 2.02 2.34 2.49 2.50
Kobe 7.05 11.08 2.82 3.80 3.48 2.87

Northridge 6.50 5.88 3.77 3.19 4.23 3.51
Max. 7.05 11.08 3.77 3.80 4.23 3.51

Maximum base moment (MN·m)

El Centro 182.66 273.24 50.98 62.45 50.52 58.87
Kobe 189.56 282.18 74.16 107.50 74.32 82.15

Northridge 129.58 123.61 86.35 79.89 86.10 91.55
Max. 189.56 282.18 86.35 107.50 86.10 91.55

Maximum control force (kN)

El Centro — — 745.98 713.62 1,061.93 964.88
Kobe — — 970.91 977.17 1317.71 1161.65

Northridge — — 1263.59 1419.19 929.33 1211.96
Max. — — 1263.59 1419.19 1317.71 1211.96

Maximum TMD stroke (cm)

El Centro — — 208.62 160.11 222.85 224.45
Kobe — — 254.84 254.30 282.00 283.15

Northridge — — 373.05 215.10 375.02 377.70
Max. — — 373.05 254.30 375.02 377.70

Maximum control power (MW)

El Centro — — 5.54 4.98 6.60 5.88
Kobe — — 9.04 10.32 19.55 9.24

Northridge — — 14.59 6.31 9.93 14.37
Max. — — 14.59 10.32 19.55 14.37
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Figure 8: Comparison of control forces exerted by IAS and CAS against El Centro earthquakes. (a) Building 1. (b) Building 2.
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in the IAS that does not even work with the passive TMD if the
su�cient free space is not taken into account.

5. Conclusions

�is study deals with the fail-safe control approach of the
coupling ATMD system (CAS) against actuator failure in the
seismic response control problem of two adjacent structures.

For comparison purpose, the independent ATMD system
(IAS) is also taken into account, and both CAS and IAS are
described in terms of equations of motion and optimal
controller design methods. �e seismic performance of the
control system has been examined in terms of the actuator
failure event of the system. Here, the actuator failure of the
system is assumed as an event that the active part of the
ATMD is not working but the passive part is still valid. It is
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Figure 9: Comparison of control powers required to operate IAS and CAS against El Centro earthquakes. (a) Building 1. (b) Building 2.

Table 6: Comparison of adaptive performances between IAS and CAS in case of one actuator being failed.

Responses EQs
IAS CAS

Actuator 1 failed Actuator 2 failed Actuator 1 failed Actuator 2 failed
Bld. 1 Bld. 2 Bld. 1 Bld. 2 Bld. 1 Bld. 2 Bld. 1 Bld. 2

Maximum interstory drift (cm)

El Centro 2.85 0.96 1.09 2.48 2.38 1.55 1.58 1.66
Kobe 3.56 1.49 1.53 3.47 2.58 1.49 1.98 2.20

Northridge 3.46 1.26 2.04 2.21 3.32 1.48 2.02 1.97
Max. 3.56 1.49 2.04 3.47 3.32 1.55 2.02 2.20

Maximum oor displ. (cm)

El Centro 19.77 6.46 7.27 15.62 14.39 8.42 7.38 10.84
Kobe 25.15 11.11 10.57 24.32 19.51 10.12 11.66 15.46

Northridge 18.47 8.26 12.31 12.20 20.73 8.19 8.09 11.85
Max. 25.15 11.11 12.31 24.32 20.73 10.12 11.66 15.46

Maximum base shear force (MN)

El Centro 5.25 2.34 2.02 6.31 4.40 3.95 2.92 4.24
Kobe 6.56 3.80 2.82 8.83 4.76 3.80 3.65 5.60

Northridge 6.39 3.19 3.77 5.63 6.13 3.76 3.72 5.01
Max. 6.56 3.80 3.77 8.83 6.13 3.95 3.72 5.60

Maximum base moment (MN·m)

El Centro 138.67 62.45 50.98 151.08 100.88 81.44 51.72 104.84
Kobe 176.36 107.50 74.16 235.24 136.85 97.89 81.79 149.51

Northridge 129.50 79.89 86.35 118.02 145.40 79.23 56.72 114.58
Max. 176.36 107.50 86.35 235.24 145.40 97.89 81.79 149.51

Maximum control force (kN)

El Centro — 713.62 745.98 — — 2050.93 1360.33 —
Kobe — 977.17 970.91 — — 2051.38 1918.71 —

Northridge — 1419.19 1263.59 — — 2303.90 1288.79 —
Max. — 1419.19 1263.59 — — 2303.90 1918.71 —

Maximum TMD stroke (cm)

El Centro 69.92 160.11 208.62 66.92 262.05 265.28 215.32 212.58
Kobe 77.41 254.30 254.84 71.37 305.89 301.34 314.40 311.01

Northridge 52.72 215.10 373.05 28.73 371.99 381.49 285.26 284.54
Max. 77.41 254.30 373.05 71.37 371.99 381.49 314.40 311.01

Maximum control power (MW)

El Centro — 4.98 5.54 — — 13.15 10.01 —
Kobe — 10.32 9.04 — — 23.24 29.11 —

Northridge — 6.31 14.59 — — 26.87 9.82 —
Max. — 10.32 14.59 — — 26.87 29.11 —
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also assumed that the actuator failure occurs in one of the
two actuators. For the comparison purpose, both systems
were designed to have similar control performance under
the normal operation conditions, and then their adaptive
performances have been compared to each other under the
emergency condition of one-side actuator failure. -e fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn from their comparative
results:

(i) -e conventional IAS did not adapt to the emer-
gency condition and only showed passive control
performance which corresponded to a significantly
degraded level compared to its own normal control
performance.

(ii) -e proposed CAS showed excellent adaptive per-
formance than the performance-degraded IAS
through the interbuilding connection.

(iii) -e interbuilding connection of CAS enables the
normally operating active control force to be
transferred to the other side of the building where
the active actuator fails and the TMD only operates
in the passivemode.-us, CAS can still show hybrid
mode behavior even in case of actuator failure.

-erefore, the proposed coupling ATMD system can be
said to be a fail-safe system that provides more redundancy
to the actuator failure event than the independent ATMD
system in the seismic response control of two neighboring
buildings. In this study, CAS was just designed without
considering the actuator failure event. As described above,
the main advantage of CAS is that it can still operate in a
hybrid mode even under one actuator failure. -erefore, if
any new design approach that can consider the actuator
failure event in the optimization process can be applied, CAS
will have the potential to be more robust against the actuator
failure. -is issue is worth being addressed as a future study.
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